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The week-long follow-up to the UN's 1992 Earth Summit disappointed environmentalists and
highlighted differences between advanced industrialized countries and developing nations. Some 60
national leaders, including US President Bill Clinton, were among 199 speakers to address the UN
General Assembly's Special Session on the Environment, held in New York June 23-28. In reviewing
progress since the 1992 summit in Rio de Janeiro, the conference found that deterioration of the
planet's oceans, forests, and atmosphere has increased and the number of poor people in the world
is growing.
As the Earth Summit II ended, leaders recommitted themselves to "the spirit of Rio," while not
agreeing to much else. Razali Ismail, the Malaysian UN General Assembly president, called the
results "sobering." Razali accused the more than 170 participating nations of being at the mercy of
special interests and lacking the "political will to tackle critical issues" set out at Rio. He said the
world had "reached the zenith of enthusiasm" at Rio, but since then, "a sense of parochialism has
spread over the developed world and affected the willingness of those countries to make funds
available."
At the opening of the conference, Brazil's President Fernando Henrique Cardoso said that
commitments made at Rio have not been fulfilled. "The five years that have elapsed since the Rio
conference have clearly shown that changes in the global political and economic structures have
not been followed by commensurate progress in the fight against poverty and the predatory use of
natural resources," said Cardoso. And, Argentine President Carlos Saul Menem sounded a warning
against unchecked consumerism. "To achieve sustainable development, we must eradicate poverty,
but also wealth that includes habits of compulsive consumption that lead to practices and lifestyles
that are not sustainable," said Menem.
In perhaps the most significant indication of the disparity in perspectives, delegates scrapped a fivepage "political statement," which was supposed to be included in the final document to demonstrate
unity in addressing environmental woes. Instead, a shorter preamble was approved, reaffirming the
Rio concept of "sustainable development," or economic growth compatible with social justice and
ecological safety. But, in the words of one negotiator, the resulting document contained "no phrase
that is controversial or specific."

Little progress on major environmental concerns
Among the most pressing problems cited at the conference: the annual emissions of greenhouse
gases, blamed for global warming, continue to rise; fresh water is increasingly scarce; more than
130,000 sq km of forest are still lost each year; and the number of absolute poor people living on
less than US$1 a day has edged above 1.1 billion (see NotiSur, 04/04/97). The underlying problem,
according to delegates from developing countries, is that the wealthy countries are not providing
enough money and technology to help the poor develop in ways less harmful to the environment.
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At Rio, most industrialized countries pledged to increase foreign aid to 0.7% of their GDP. However,
on average, aid has fallen from 0.35% of GDP in 1992 to below 0.3%, with the US registering the
sharpest drop in the last few years.
"There is a crisis of credibility and a crisis of confidence, as well as a breakdown of good will
between the rich and the poor nations," said Martin Khorr of the nongovernmental Third World
Network. Delegates made no firm commitments on greenhouse-gas emissions or on providing more
aid to developing countries.
On protecting forests, the session put off until 2000 a decision on whether to negotiate a treaty,
pushed by Europe, Canada, Malaysia, and Russia but opposed by the US and Brazil. The global
warming dispute illustrates the difficulties in finding common ground amid divergent political
and economic interests. For two years, working against a December 1997 deadline, governments
have been trying to negotiate an agreement to toughen the global-warming treaty that emerged
from the Rio summit by making reductions in carbon dioxide and other greenhouse-gas emissions
mandatory, rather than voluntary. A major UN scientific study has concluded that the emissions,
by trapping the Earth's heat in the atmosphere, may raise global temperatures up to 6 degrees
Fahrenheit by 2100, causing oceans to rise, weather to grow more erratic, and agricultural zones to
shift.
The European Union wanted Earth Summit II to endorse its proposal for 15% cutbacks below 1990
levels, with a deadline of 2010. But, faced with US opposition to commit now to such targets, the
final text simply calls for a "satisfactory conclusion" to the global-warming negotiations. Voicing
the concern of some delegates, the Saudi Arabian representative pointed out that in certain cases,
environmental measures could cause economic disaster for some countries. The rest of the world
"should take into consideration the developing countries that depend on the production and export
of fossil fuels," said Prince Turki bin Mohamed bin Saud al-Kabir.

Environmentalists cirtiicize President Clinton, World Bank
Although President Clinton brought few new proposals to the UN conference, he did sound
dire warnings about the need to address environmental issues, especially global warming. Some
environmentalists criticized him, however, for failing to make "an unambiguous commitment"
to reducing greenhouse-gas emissions below 1990 levels. "With the whole world watching, the
president of the world's biggest polluter needs to do more than warn of the dire consequences
of global warming," said Sierra Club President Adam Werbech. "And he needs to do more than
propose well-intentioned but insufficient measures that amount to using a squirt gun to quell a
raging fire."
To address deforestation, the World Bank unveiled a plan to protect an additional 319 million acres
of the world's forests. James Wolfensohn, president of the World Bank, announced a joint initiative
with the World Wildlife Fund to increase from 6% to 10% by the year 2000 the number of forests
that are currently protected from development. Under the proposal, the World Bank will establish a
conservation fund to help countries work toward "a rational approach to forest management."
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Environmentalists, however, called on the bank to practice what it preaches regarding
environmental protection. "The World Bank should take concrete steps to include the environment
in its own routine economic and operational work and require the same of the private investments
it supports," said Christine Real de Azua, director of the nongovernmental Accounting for the
Environment project. Most environmentalists expressed disappointment in the results of the
meetings and dismay at the lack of progress since Rio. UN Environment Program (UNEP) executive
director Elizabeth Dowdeswell said that the international community has failed to reverse the trend
of plant and animal extinctions and the loss of biological diversity. "
A whole host of new problems is emerging, among them the proliferation of harmful chemicals
throughout the biosphere and, consequently, in our bodies, wreaking havoc with our hormonal
processes and quite likely diminishing the human ability to reproduce," said Dowdeswell. "With
few exceptions, too many governments and too many businesses have been far too willing to
sacrifice the environment for the sake of short-term financial gain and special interests," said Cliff
Curtis of Greenpeace International. "There are some success stories and heroes, but they are way
too few, given what is needed."

Conference recognizes some progress since Rio
Among the few signs of progress mentioned at the conference were: * The Biodiversity Treaty,
effective in 1993, which prescribes better inventorying, protection, and profit sharing regarding the
world's life forms; * The Law of the Sea, effective in 1994, which regulates economic activity in the
oceans, ending unrestricted global exploitation of coastal fisheries; * A 1995 treaty that, for the first
time, regulates fishing for migratory ocean species on the high seas; * A global treaty that, by 1996,
ended US and European production of chemicals that destroy the Earth's ozone layer; * A treaty
approved last December that mandates international cooperation in stopping desertification; and *
A treaty, which becomes effective next Dec. 31, that prohibits industrialized nations from shipping
hazardous wastes to developing countries. (Sources: Inter Press Service, 06/20/97, 06/23-27/97;
CNN, 06/26/97, 06/27/97; Reuter, 06/23/97, 06/28/97; Notimex, 06/24/97, 06/28/97; Associated Press,
06/26-28/97)
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